
 

November 24, 2021 

  

  

Reflecting on Your Impact 
Darcy here. Like you, I’m eagerly anticipating Thanksgiving Day and gathering with 
family and friends. 

Some families will gather in prayer, some have a tradition for each person around 
the table to share what they are thankful for, some will contemplate silent thoughts of 
gratitude. I don’t know your tradition, but there’s one thing I know for sure: as my 
family gathers, I’ll be expressing my gratitude for you, and how friends like you have 
made the lives of abused children better. 

I hope you have a moment at this busy time to briefly take in what you have done for 
these vulnerable children. A few of these historic milestones are below. 

Wishing you and yours a joyous holiday filled with warmth and laughter. 
  

 
 

  

https://eml-pusa01.app.blackbaud.net/intv2/j/9FA0AAB1-7D97-4465-B66A-CB237B50E4CC/r/9FA0AAB1-7D97-4465-B66A-CB237B50E4CC_651efecf-318a-4352-8f28-ada8c899712f/l/814076A8-8FD9-4368-82D8-D26AFB6C5B1D/c


  

  

Happy Thanksgiving, Matteo! 
Every child matters. We are thankful for your support that helped rescue Matteo from 
“the most horrific abuse” our attorney had seen in twenty years and helped him and 
his brothers be adopted this year. Gen Justice serves children like Matteo day in and 
day out in court through our pro bono Children’s Law Clinic. Happy Thanksgiving, 
Matteo! 
  

 
 

  



  

  

Child Victims Get Access to Justice, Win Right to Representation 
Brittany Reiner, the lead attorney in our Children’s Law Clinic, brings first-hand 
experience to the mission. She languished as a young child for seven years in the 
foster care system. Although federal law requires cases to proceed in a timely 
manner, they rarely do. That’s one reason we believe every child victim should have 
an attorney. Kids with attorneys exit the system 3 times faster than kids without 
them. Because of you, Arizona achieved this historic milestone. 

“With the stroke of a pen, history is made in Arizona!” KOLD News 13 declared on 
April 14, 2021, when Arizona Gov. Doug Ducey signed Gen Justice’s unanimously 
approved reform giving every abused child in foster care an attorney. Pictured is one 
of Darcy’s daughters holding up this historic law at Governor Ducey’s bill signing. 

In the meantime, Brittany says, please talk to the children in care. Inspire and 
encourage them to meaningfully participate in their court hearings. Ascertain their 
short-term and long-term goals. Brittany says, “Give them the voice in court, and in 
life, they deserve!” 
  

ASK YOUTH CHALLENGE 
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Finding our Missing Kids and Prosecuting Predators 
We addressed the tragedy of the more than 20,000 children who go missing from 
foster care each year. Many of these children are never found by family or law 
enforcement, but they are found by sex-traffickers and predators. Based on 
information from the FBI, most children trafficked in the United States come from 
foster care. Sex traffickers and predators know these children will be classified as 
runaways with no serious search for them. 

Working with law enforcement and multiple state agencies, we helped pass into 
Arizona law four missing child reforms. The first requires the state as in loco 
parentis to provide children with information about on-line predators and other forms 
of trafficking and predation. Without stable families to teach them, the responsibility 
to provide this information lies with the child protection agency. 

The second element requires immediate reporting of missing foster children. The 
third element gives law enforcement the tools it needs to find a missing child. Every 
child in Arizona foster care can now have, and children in group homes are required 
to have, a photo ID that is integrated with electronic search and rescue systems. 

Finally, adults in “positions of trust,” face increased criminal penalties if they sexually 
abuse a child. Clergy and teachers were already on this list. We added foster 
parents and group home employees to ensure that if they exploit foster children, 
they will face criminal repercussions. 
  

DISAPPEARING AND DYING 
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Safety for Newborns 
We helped successfully expand Arizona’s Safe Haven law from 72 hours to 30 
days. This life-saving measure lets mothers in crisis turn to fire stations, churches, 
and hospitals - instead of dumpsters - to legally leave their newborn in safe hands 
without criminal penalty. This window was especially important in light of the 
opioid epidemic that continues to ravage the country with an outsized impact on 
infants. 

  

AZ HOUSE BILL 2410 
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The Work Expands 
Louisiana! Gen Justice’s pioneering legislation requiring child welfare agencies to 
look for relatives as soon as a child is placed in foster care has already taken root 
in Arizona and Georgia. This year, Louisiana unanimously adopted this model 
reform. Too often, relatives aren’t located for years, a grave injustice to these 
children, their relatives, and the foster families who serve in the gap. Gen 
Justice’s model legislation requires states to identify relatives early and, if they 
are unable or unwilling to take care of the child, consider foster parents who care 
for the children for an extended length of time as akin to blood relatives in later 
adoption proceedings. 

  

 


